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a cauldron the bushes the fields

paws jaws a dog

a tail a wand a tree

BINGO

a basket tangerines Handa

a yellow banana a monkey a guava

a zebra a red mango a goat
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Ayeyo a pineapple an elephant

a purple
passion-fruit an antelope a green avocado

a monkey tangerines a parrot
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Handa a red mango a giraffe

a purple
passion-fruit an ostrich a guava

a goat an orange an elephant

BINGO
Handa’s Surprise
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Thank you so much for downloading one of my digital resources.

Please consider the following when using this pack :
•This resource is for PERSONAL USE only in your own home or classroom.
•This item is a free digital download. It may not be duplicated or sold as is. You may not sell, distribute or 
claim it as your own.
•Do not host these files on any website.
•Do not cut out or reuse the clipart on these pages. If you wish to create your own pages, use the graphics
for any other craft or project… PLEASE purchase your own set.
•You may pin this activity to Pinterest but it must include a link back to my blog.

Graphics in this pack are cliparts. 

If you have any questions or find an error in this ressource, please contact me at 
contact@speakandplayenglish.com

I hope that you and your schoolar will have fun learning English together ! You can visit my blog for 
additional teaching ideas and resources.

Sincerely, Speak and Play English

Handa’s Surprise: Terms of Use 
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